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Georgia Supreme Court Determines That Ex Parte 
Meetings Must Comport With HIPAA Privacy Rule Requirements

The Georgia Supreme Court recently held that with regard to ex parte com-
munications between defense counsel and a plaintiff’s prior treating physi-
cians, defense counsel must follow the HIPAA Privacy Rule’s standards to 
provide notice and the opportunity to object before proceeding.  Austin et al. 
v. Moreland et al., 2008 WL 4762052.  The Court concluded that because the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) affords 
patients more control over their medical records when it comes to informal 
contacts between litigants and physicians than the protections afforded un-
der Georgia law, the standards of the Privacy rule apply.  The Supreme Court’s 
decision reverses an earlier decision of the Georgia Court of Appeals.  

Traditionally, Georgia law held that once a patient files suit and puts his medi-
cal condition in issue, his treating physicians can disclose his medical records 
and informally meet with the defendant’s lawyer to discuss the plaintiff’s 
medical condition.  In this case, the Court concluded that it would not pre-
sume a plaintiff consented to ex parte oral communications between defense 
counsel and a treating physician because the plaintiff failed to object to de-
fense counsel’s request for production of the plaintiff’s medical records.

Importantly, the Court provided specific guidance regarding the procedure 
for defense counsel to follow in order to meet with a plaintiff’s treating physi-
cian and comply with the requirements of the HIPAA Privacy Rule.  Specifi-
cally, the Court held that in order for defense counsel to informally interview 
plaintiff’s treating physicians, “they must first obtain a valid authorization, or a 
protective order, or ensure that the patient has been given notice and an op-
portunity to object to the ex parte contact. . . .”  If a protective order is entered, 
the Court noted that it must prohibit the use or disclosure of the paient’s 
medical protected health information for any non-litigation purpose. 

The Supreme Court’s opinion clearly makes it more difficult for a healthcare 
provider’s defense counsel to engage in ex parte communications with a 
plaintiff’s prior treating physicians. However, there is no prohibition against 
such communications as long as legal counsel follows the procedure set forth 
by the Court to comply with the HIPAA Privacy Rule.   


